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Now that Kaz can finally pass through walls without feeling all â€œskizzy,â€• he can go explore

Beckettâ€™s secret room at the back of the library. What he finds there is a mystery he never

expected!
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Kaz and Claire return in a new mystery. This time the mystery revolves around a secret room in the

library. For the first time, Kaz is able to visit this room and he and his brother and Beckett discover

that the room is full of objects that were originally solid before being turned 'ghostly'. But who did

these items belong too? And Claire runs into additional problems when her mother discovers what

they are up to and doesn't approve of Claire's talk of ghosts. Butler has kept this series fresh and

interesting with each new mystery as well as the ongoing challenges Kaz faces as he develops his

ghostly abilities and continues his search for the rest of his family. I've enjoyed following Kaz and

Claire's efforts to work together despite the great differences between them and the creativity they

have to sometimes employ to solve the mysteries before them.

I have two little girls (6 & 8) who absolutely love this series of books. The even better part is I really



like the books too. So it makes story time fun for all of us. It's a really cute interesting story that

keeps them wanting another chapter. So I guess the only bad thing is it makes them whine when I

say that's it for tonight. :-)

This series of books is fun and keeps you wanting to know more about what is going to happen

next. They turned to my son from the standard reader to a kid who really enjoys reading and looks

forward to the next book! The series has AR numbers and runs between 11000 and 14000 words

per book. It made it quick for him to add up his numbers in his third grade class

My 7 year old granddaughter is racing thru this series and this was on her list. She reported that it

was great and she is a pretty good critic as well as an excellent reader!

Looooove this book! This whole series is a favorite for our family. My 5-year-old fell in love with

these books when he was 4 and we can't get enough of them still!

My daughter loves this series. She is 8. Unfortunately, she finishes the books in one sitting.

Good seriesÃ¢Â€Â¦love to hear my one grandson read it to meÃ¢Â€Â¦..they love the characters

Another entertaining read in this series. 3rd grade daughter enjoy s them.
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